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Que pasa?
“Don’t judge your taco by its price…”

—Hunter S. Thompson

It has occurred to us that some of you may be skeptical of our recent luv fest with
‘cheap’ guitars. It’s OK, we live in a sour and puckered culture of jaded skeptics…
To quote Andy Rooney, “People will generally accept facts as truth only if the facts
agree with what they already believe.” We haven’t heard as much from anyone –
in fact, we have only heard from readers who are thrilled with their new ‘cheap’
guitars reviewed here, but we’ve been doing this long enough to have a feel
for such things. You don’t have to be a genius to understand human nature.
Some of us are perfectly happy trolling the doggie shelter for a grateful
mutt, while others will settle for nothing less than an overbred pain in the
ass with a documented pedigree. In no small way the things we choose to
own define us, or at least offer a reflection of our self image, supposed
good taste, and station in life. Why drive a Ford Focus when you can
afford a Ferrari?
Guitars are different, though, equal parts art and instrument with
a carefully designed form and function, yet costly beauty doesn’t
always assure the promise of an exceptional experience. Just ask the regular patrons of the red
light district in Amsterdam. We admire guitars
as much as we enjoy playing them, and in this
regard they are unique among most other musical instruments. It isn’t quite as easy to admire
a clarinet or a tuba as art, and they lack the
appeal of the guitar as an accompaniment to the human voice, or something
you might enjoy playing in solitude
for hours at home. Guitars are
truly exceptional in their flowing
form and their ability to calm
and inspire restless souls.
They are also objects to be
made and sold at a profit, and
within the past few decades certain aspects of the guitar market
have begun to mimic the ridiculously over-hyped, high end designer
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speaker designers. Whoa! Are we now waging a vendetta against expensive
custom-made guitars? Of course not, but may we suggest
that it is every bit as challenging and admirable to organize,
staff and manage a guitar factory that produces consistently
superior instruments at an affordable price as it is for one
craftsman to build 40 instruments a year in his shop. Look,
whether or not you are willing to admit it, the guitar business
has changed dramatically in just the past few years. ‘Cheap’
is no longer crap. As guitar companies have continued to
leverage their considerable purchasing power, experience
and expertise, ‘cheap’ is more often than not damned good
in 2013, and in some cases extraordinary. Of course we hold
independent custom builders and their work in high regard,
but who do you think is responsible for developing and managing the design specifications and manufacturing standards
for companies like Fender and Gibson outside the U.S.?
Senior designers and production managers with decades of
deep, hands-on experience in all aspects of guitar building
have been directing and influencing what we now see coming
out of China, Indonesia and Mexico. Master builders at the
Fender Custom Shop in Corona have been designing guitars
that are exclusively built in Ensenada for years… These
career guitar people are very deliberately building production guitars to a higher standard and level of consistency than
ever before with state-of-the-art technology and an extremely
well-trained and skilled workforce. They have upped the ante
in terms of the quality of wood being sourced, finish quality
and thickness, and the precise processes involved in achieving consistently superior workmanship. Granted, they may
still skimp on the electronics and hardware to meet their price
points, but these are comparatively minor issues that can be
enhanced with very little time and money.
As much as we would like to see the return of manufacturing
to the U.S. and more full time jobs created for the disappearing middle class, global economics are just that. Independent
custom builders here in America will continue to craft exceptional instruments, and PRS, Fender and Gibson will continue
to profitably build comparably priced limited editions… From
our perspective, however, the most significant changes occurring in the guitar industry at this moment are happening
beyond our borders, and those changes are far too significant
to be ignored. To coin a phrase from the ‘60s, it’s where the

action is in the manufacturing of acoustic, electric, and archtop guitars of increasingly high quality and exceptional value.
On the other hand, we will not ignore the work of smallproduction, independent craftsmen here at home. As a
reviewer, the trick rests in getting one of their guitars in-hand
for review. Most of these guys build to order, remain backordered and don’t keep a demo around to be shipped for a
review article. If you happen to own a guitar made by one of
your favorite builders and you’d like to see them get some
ink in these pages, we invite you to send it to us for review.
Just shoot us an e-mail at tonequest1@aol.com, tell us what
you have and we’ll go from there. Meanwhile, it’s time you
were introduced to the Cabronita…

Viva la Cabronita
Aside from the murderous chaos that has infested Mexico in
its role as America’s primary source of recreational weed
and blow, Mexico is a country steeped in myths, superstitions and mythical entities like the duende, chupacabra and
onza. Should you search for an accurate Spanish translation
of Fender’s Cabronita you’ll find nothing because the word
simply doesn’t exist. Perfect! The word cabrón, however, can
be defined, although in typical Mexican fashion literal translations are richly varied… Here’s what we were able to confirm:
v
The word cabrón refers to
a cuckold, a man whose
wife or girlfriend has
been unfaithful without
his knowing about it.
Although the word also
means ‘male goat’ and
is inoffensive in that
context, when used in
slang it can be extremely
insulting or offensive.
The word also has several
other meanings in current
slang. The Real Academia
Española gives the following definitions:
1. adj. coloq. Dicho de una persona, de un animal o de una
cosa: Que hace malas pasadas o resulta molesto.
2. adj. vulg. Se dice del hombre al que su mujer es infiel, y
en especial si lo consiente.
3. adj. coloq. Cuba. Disgustado, de mal humor.
4. adj. coloq. Cuba Dicho de un hombre: Experimentado y
astuto.
5. adj. Méx. Dicho de una persona: De mal carácter.
6. m. Macho de la cabra.
7. m. Hombre que aguanta cobardemente los agravios o
impertinencias de que es objeto.
-continued-
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In other words, cabrón can refer to something that is annoying, a man whose wife or partner has been unfaithful, a way
of describing someone who is experienced, or someone with
a bad personality, a
man who
is a coward and
tolerates
all manner
of annoyances, or
a pimp. As an interjection, ‘cabrón’ means something like
bastard, asshole or dickhead. The Urban Dictionary advises
that cabrón can mean almost anything – you can get a smile
or stabbed – it’s all in the delivery.
Well, what were the creative minds at Fender really thinking
when they dreamed up the name Cabronita? Did it simply
have a catchy ring to it like ‘Velveeta’? Perhaps a vaguely
feminized reference to ‘goat bastard’ was discussed over a
round of Añejo tequila and cold Pacifico lagers. If anyone
asks, feel free to be mysteriously vague in true Mexican tradition when describing your Cabronita depending on your
mood and intent. In real terms, we believe the Cabronita is
the most creatively unique and toneful Fender guitar design
to have emerged from the company in 50 years. Somebody
give that goat a raise.

Dancing on the
goat trail…
You can spend as much as
$5000 or as little as $299 for
a Cabronita, and the name
applies not only to Telecasterstyle guitars, but Cabronita
‘Boracha’ Jazzmasters and
‘Boracho’ basses. In this
regard it is best to think of
the Cabronita as la familia
rather than a specific model.
The most expensive versions are Custom Shop
guitars featuring one or
two TV Jones Powertron
pickups, or a single TV
Jones ThunderBlade in the
Boracho. Models include the limited edition ‘Gato Gordo’
Jaguar and ‘Luchador’ Stratocaster Cabronitas with a list price
of $5,400. Examples from a limited run of 500 ‘Telebration’

Cabronita Telecasters priced at $1800 can also be found loaded
with TV Jones Filtertron pickups. Moving down the price list
you’ll find ‘Fender FSR’ Cabronita Teles and Classic Players
at $600 - $699 made in Ensenada featuring Fender ‘Fidelitron’
pickups. These models are available in surf green, candy apple
red, 2-tone sunburst or black with alder body, or white blonde
with an ash body. A Thinline version is also built in Ensenada
in shoreline gold, sunburst or white blonde. At the bottom is
the Squier ‘Vintage Modified’ Cabronita with basswood body
in black with optional Bigsby, proudly crafted, as the tiny decal
states, in Indonesia. And they should be proud…
We chose to begin our
Cabronita adventure with
the Vintage Modified Squier
version, and we bought ours
online for $299 shipped
with no case or gig bag. The
22-fret, 25.5" scale, 9.5" radius maple neck on the Squier
is comparable to the healthy
C shape on the higher priced
models, and the medium
jumbo fret work is equal to
other Squier guitars we have
recently reviewed – excellent. What do you know, or think you know about basswood?
We surfed the Web for varied opinions and found the usual
half-baked misconceptions in full bloom. A few people know
basswood to be an excellent choice for solidbody guitars (ask
Tom Anderson), while others seem to feel that basswood
sucks because they think that’s what they are supposed to say
if they want to sound credible. Our 7.5 lb. Squier basswood
Cabronita is resonant to the extreme, happily vibrating long
after the last chord is strummed, imparting a rich midrange
timbre that can be felt and heard. We also love the single volume control and 3-way switch, string-through hardtail bridge
plate and Stratocaster-style saddles. Stripped down and
righteous, the Cabronita is one of the least fussy and coolest
guitars imaginable, and our cheap Cabronita is a true rumbler. For you true guitar aficionados, feel free to decry the
string ferrules on the back that are not set flush to the body,
the non-traditional hardtail bridge
plate with four corner screws,
and the equally non-traditional
double butterfly string retainers
on the peghead. Best of all are the
Fidelitron pickups… Fender really
nailed them, and we asked Jason
Farrell at Fender to share the story
on how they were created:
The Fidelitron pickup was first
developed as a neck pickup for
-continued-
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two new Gretsch Acoustic guitars that will debut at NAMM
2014. It is based on a 1960 Filtertron and essentially uses
the same general materials and specifications, but we went
for a bit more sparkle for the acoustic neck version.The proto
samples we received sounded so good that Fender decided to
introduce them on the Mexico version of the Cabronita Guitar
and Bass. So we developed a bridge pickup and bass pickup
using the neck pickup as a jumping off point. They have
proved to be a popular pickup and are now being used in the
recently released Coronado Bass and Guitar.
The stock Fender Fidelitron humbuckers are absolutely
magnifico, leaning more toward a classic Gretsch sound, yet
different in the Cabronita
Tele body. If you are
concerned about the lack
of a tone control, don’t
be. We considered installing a concentric 500K
pot with a tone cap, but
on reflection it seems to
us that the tone of the
Fidelitron doesn’t require
it. The bridge pickup is
bright and clear, but not
in the style of a typical
Telecaster… Measuring
4.30K neck/5.04K bridge,
the Fidelitrons produce
beautifully detailed harmonic chime and overtones, but we can’t imagine wanting to roll off treble and lose that captivating sparkle.
Both pickups sound louder and stronger than the resistance
readings might indicate, clean tones are beautifully clear, and
the Fidelitrons sound equally good through an overdriven
amp or pedals. Don’t expect the same vibe as a big, brash
Tele, but the Cabronita sounds much more lively, toneful and
interesting than any Gretsch solidbody we have played, perfect for just about any kind of music you can imagine short of
metal. The Fidelitrons rock.
Granted, the Ping tuners on the Squier aren’t the best, and we
chose to replace them with an excellent set of vintage-style
105MNDR
nickel
Klusons
using
MB65N-L
nickel
replacement
bushings, all
from WD
Music. As

with our Squier Tele Custom, we also slightly enlarged each
of the six holes for the tuner posts in the peghead with our
reamer. We’re not sure what the difference may be between
the Fender stamped Strat saddles used in the Squier versus
the Cabronitas made in Mexico, but we replaced the Squier
saddles with Callaham Vintage Style Strat “CG” saddles for
a 2 1/16 spaced bridge (guitars made in Mexico). These fine
steel saddles will fit both the Squier and made in Mexico
Fender Cabronitas.
They make the task
of intonating the
guitar at full string
tension much easier,
and the tone of the
basswood Cabronita
seemed to open up a bit with the Callaham saddles. We also
acquired a CTS 500K mini pot from WD Music to replace
the original Alpha pot that measured 225K. We recommend
500K pots for all versions of the Cabronita for maximum
treble presence. The Squier Cabronita is simply one very
cool guitar with not one raggedy patch on its ass. Trust us
when we assure you that you won’t believe just how good it
is, cabrón…

Thinline Cabronita
We were so impressed
with the Squier that we
felt compelled to check
out another Cabronita
model on your behalf.
Trolling eBay we found
a new alder Thinline
in shoreline gold listed
by a Fender dealer as
‘used’ for $599.00. We
love Thinlines… always
have since our first
early ‘70s model, and
the Thinline Cabronita
from Ensenada is an
impeccably built and incredibly cool guitar. Weighing just
6.4 lbs., you might think the tone would be a little thin and
lacking power, but not so. Compared to the solidbody Squier
Cabronita, the Thinline has a little more bite and clarity, but
it retains the full, rich tone of the Fidelitrons and sustain is
persistently intense and robust. The maple neck shape is very
similar to the Squier with perhaps a bit more shoulder, the
fret work is perfect and the Thinline is a great, great player.
Fit, finish and fine details are absolutely flawless throughout,
and the combination of the light amber-tinted maple neck and
shoreline gold Thinline body are classic cool. By the way, the
finish on the Cabronita Thinline is so thin that you can just
-continued-
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see the alder grain peeking out from beneath the paint on the
back when viewed at the proper angle and light.
Resistance readings on
the Thinline Fidelitrons
were nearly identical
to the Squier – 4.41K
neck/5.03K bridge, and
the stock full-size Alpha
pot measured 494K. Still,
we chose to replace it with a CTS pot from WD measuring
570K for maximum sparkle. We will keep the Fender Schaller
knockoff tuners for now but replace them with the same vintage-style Klusons sooner than later. The vintage-style hardtail bridge plate and Fender Strat saddles seem fine. We can’t
imagine the Thinline being more resonant no matter what
you might do to it. Where the basswood Squier nicely pushes
the midrange frequencies a little
harder, the Thinline and Fidelitrons
seem perfectly matched to produce
one of the coolest electric guitar
tones we have ever heard – not ripping and in your face, but smooth
and complex, beautiful played
clean and uniquely aggressive
cranked without losing fidelity and
clarity. All we can say is, you really need to get your own Cabronita
now. If you can’t conveniently play
one in a store, there are plenty of online retailers and Fender
dealers who will send you one with a no questions asked liberal return policy. Respect the goat, and Quest forth…TQ
www.fender.com
www.wdmusic.com, 1-877-936-8742
ToneQuest subscribers can save 10% off all orders by using
the coupon code ‘TQWD’ at checkout.

Mitch Colby’s

Weider

Signature Dual Tone Booster
If you have been with us for a while, you are already familiar
with Jim Weider and his work with his ‘52 Telecaster in The
Band, backing Levon Helm, and in his own band Project Percolator. Based in Woodstock, New York, Jim conspired with former
Marshall and Vox veteran Mitch Colby to develop the Colby
Dual Tone Booster amplifier featured here. To fully appreciate
the amp, you need to get to know the man behind the name, and
it is our pleasure to introduce you to Mitch Colby. Enjoy…

TQR:

For those who may not be familiar with your background, please describe how your initial interest in
guitar amplification began and evolved, and your
long career at Marshall and Vox.

I’ve always been
curious about how
things work. My
father fixed cars and
things around the
house and I would
watch and learn. We
would go together
to the drug store or
electronics store to
test television tubes.
Yes, the corner drug store had a tube tester! I started playing
guitar when I was 12. My first amp was an Ampeg Jet and I
was fascinated by it. About a year later my father came home
with a blonde Tremolux that he got from Burt Burns (composer of Hang on Sloopy, Twist and Shout and others) that
needed work. That amp broke a few more times and I learned
by doing. One of the most important things I learned early on
was that component selection mattered. I remember changing
a capacitor from a ceramic disk to one of the same value but
different construction and the amp lost a lot of sparkle.
I have been collecting, buying and selling amps since I got
that Tremolux in 1966. I have had over 300 amps but never
more than 50 at a time. You name it, I have seen it, owned
it, tweaked it or repaired it. Being in New York made it easy
to see a lot of great live music and while my friends were
interested in the guitars, I was interested in the electronic
gear. What really got me started on modding amps was after I
noticed a friend’s Blackface amp that had an unusual setting
and a huge sound. When I asked him what was going on he
recommended I get mine modded by the same guy who did
his. After spending $75 (in 1974) for a mod I wasn’t happy
with, I opened the amp to find that the guy changed two parts
and the amp sounded totally different! My main amp at this
time was a blackface Vibrolux, and it wound up with mini
toggles and push-pulls all
over the place. I’ve been
lucky because of where
I worked and what my
responsibilities were, and
I had contact with a lot of
smart people who knew a
lot about amps.
My first job in the music
industry was with Electro
Harmonix on 23rd Street in
New York, where I was a
-continued-
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product tester. They would wheel in hundreds of effects pedals
(the most popular were the Small Stone, Big Muffs and Little
Muffs), and I tested every one before it went out. I lasted there
about three months when another opportunity came up. I started with Korg USA (actually its predecessor, Unicord) in 1978
as a Product Specialist. I would write press releases, ad copy,
marketing materials, training materials and travel around the
country helping the salesmen demonstrate our guitar related
products. At the time they sold Westbury guitars and amps,
Korg synths and effects, plus Marshall amps. As time went on
I got more and more involved in Marshall product development as they were open to outside input on product design.
Not how they were made, but the overall idea and specifics
like features, pricing, cosmetics and marketing.
At Unicord and
Korg I would spend
time with the Marshall repair techs to
learn more about
how they ticked.
When I first got
to Unicord, Tony
Frank was my boss.
He had worked
with a lot of great
Mitch & Beck
guitarists like Jimi,
Jeff Beck and Jimmy Page to modify and maintain their amps
when they toured. His brother Kenny Frank was the head
tech and worked on more Marshalls than anyone. I had a 32
year relationship with Marshall and learned a lot from a lot of
people including their repair techs and engineers. Even though
I was busy with my day job and still gigging on the weekends,
I would always find time for tweaking amps.
In 1992, Korg
Inc. (the parent
company in
Japan) bought
the Marshall
UK distributor,
Rose Morris.
In reality, Korg
bailed them out to keep their distribution on a steady course
and to expand their worldwide influence. Along with the purchase of the company came a few other entities, and one was
the VOX brand. Korg sold off the Rose Morris music store on
Denmark Street, the mouthpiece company Berg Larson, and
came close to selling VOX. VOX at that time was making
less than stellar versions of the AC30, and I quickly realized
that I had to move fast before we lost the VOX opportunity.
We closed their small facility and I went to work getting Wah
Wahs and better versions of AC30s manufactured. The first
AC30s were made by Marshall in their UK factory. Getting

Marshall to make VOX amps is a story in itself! Even though
the AC30s that Marshall manufactured were on pc boards
they were good sounding amps – a bit more aggressive than
the vintage ones, but that helped them cut through on stage.
We also got Celestion to remake the VOX blue alnico speakers. The first Wahs we made were copies of the V846 and
were manufactured by Dunlop. Over my 32 year career at
Korg I had many positions from Product Specialist, Product
Manager, VP of Guitar Products, Senior VP of Product Development and Executive VP. I traveled a lot over that time and
probably visited the Marshall factory 50 or 60 times.
When we did the
AC30HW, a handwired AC30 made
at the Marshall
factory, I called
Ken Fischer to talk
about transformer
design. We choose
the Albion to clone
because we had
access to a few
vintage AC30s and the best sounding one had Albions. At the
time good repro transformers were not commonly available
as they are today. Now you can get good versions from Mercury, Classic Tone, Heybour, Marstran but then it was nearly
impossible. We worked with Schumacher to get an output
transformer that sounded really close to an original. Their
engineers took measurements and disassembled an original
transformer, and there was a lot of listening on my part. They
must have made 10 samples until they made one that sounded
really close. The
amp was designed
by me and Tony
Bruno, and the final
production engineering was done
at Marshall. It was
a limited edition
amp with reverb
and tremolo and
a single top boost channel. The transformers were US made
and shipped to the UK to install in the amps, which seems
crazy but we wanted it right. Plus, it gave us the opportunity
to make them available for old amps in need of replacements.
Unfortunately, the power transformer was a slightly different size than the originals, but the output tranny fit right in.
We did other seemingly crazy things from an accountant’s
perspective. For example, when a huge lot of GE 5Y3GTs
became available around the time of the first reissue AC15,
we had Steve Grindrod, Marshall’s head engineer for 30 years
design the amp with the 5Y3 as there were no supplies of
EZ81s at the time.
-continued-
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With Marshall, I almost
had to force
them to make
hand-wired
amps again
after not
making them
for years.
The first one
was the offset
JTM45, a limited edition of 300 half stacks that were all sold
in the US except for a few that were stolen off a container
before it set sail from the UK. As a vintage amp collector and
lover, I felt it was important that Marshall remake some of the
amps that made their reputation – the amps played by the guys
who shaped the music we love.
TQR:

Well, you are uniquely familiar with the sound and
construction of classic vintage amps and the practical considerations involved in modern manufacturing… What are the major challenges in chasing true
‘vintage tone’ in a modern manufacturing environment? To what extent have changes in the materials
used to manufacture critical, tone-shaping components affected an amp builder’s ability to create a
modern amp that can rival the classics?

I’ll start with the second part of the question. In my opinion,
modern amps are being made that rival the classics. There is a
wealth of parts available that are specifically being made for
tube guitar amps. I’m not sure how long we will still be able
to get these parts, but right now you can buy various signal
capacitors, resistors, filter caps, wire and transformers. They
all sound different, but careful selection and combination of
components can give you spectacular results. There are also
a number of tube manufacturers, but in this case they really
“don’t make em like they used to”. First is the tone. It’s hard
to find modern tubes that sound as good as the tubes made in
the US or Europe like RCA,
Sylvania, Mullard, Amperex,
etc. Second is the quality. In
modern amp design you have to
be careful to design protection
for the new tubes. For example,
some modern tubes can’t
handle high plate voltages, and
some can’t handle high screen
voltages. There are some that
can be pushed hard, but we
may not like their tone. If you
are chasing a specific vintage tone, you have to be real careful
with component selection. It’s one thing to know that different
component types will affect tone, but it’s another to design an

amp and chase
tone with a guy
like Jim Weider.
We spent two
years changing
components one
at a time to really get to know
how they react
in different parts
of the circuit of
the dual tone
booster. We tried carbon comp, carbon film and metal film resistors, sometimes the same type from two different manufacturers and sometimes of the same manufacturer but different
voltages. We did the same thing with signal caps, filter caps
and transformers. I built quick switching devices so we could
instantly hear the differences between one or two components
and instantly switch between up to three output transformers.
I built another that could change polarity so we could find out
if that made a difference. We did this in the same room, with
the same guitar, same guitarists (me and Jim), with the same
speaker in the same spot in the room. You would be surprised
how your ears become fine tuned to an amp so you can make
out minute differences and what changes cause those differences. Even after working on amps for over 40 years I was
shocked by some of the results. The great thing is that the
results are repeatable and all that information is useful when
making other amps.
TQR:

What are the projects that you are most proud of
from your time at Korg, and why, specifically?

The number one
project was VOX
in general. As I
mentioned, VOX
was comatose
when we acquired
it and now it is
the number two or
three tube guitar
amplifier company
in the world. We did it with respect for VOX’s past products
and brand image by reissuing good sounding and affordable
versions of the AC30 and VOX Wah. There is so much we did
for VOX that it’s hard to pick one specific project.
With Marshall it was getting them to make hand-wired
amps again, although in hindsight they encountered a lot of
problems that could have and should have been avoided. Also
for better or worse, many times it was our influence that got
Marshall to continue developing new products that would
compete in the market as the music and market evolved. We
-continued-
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helped build Marshall into a worldwide powerhouse. There
are three major flavors of amplifiers – Fender, Marshall and
VOX (of course there are so many other great amps but most
are based on these three designs – and you can easily argue
that Marshall was based on Fender). I spent my career in the
music industry having a major influence on two out of three.
TQR:

When you first began thinking about building your
own amplifiers, what did you want to accomplish?
What was your initial vision?

After I left Korg in 2010 I
was hired to restore one of
the biggest amp collections
in the world. It started out
with 500 and now is up to
800. In fact, I’m still working on it and won’t be done
for another year because
I don’t have a lot of spare
time. In 2011 and early
2012 I was also consulting
for Markbass, the Italian
bass and guitar amp company. While doing these things I said
to myself that if I was ever to do my own thing, it was now.
Also, I went to a couple of amp shows and saw what was
available and thought, “Really? I can do this. I’ve got some
pretty good ideas, don’t I? Wouldn’t it be cool to finally make
amps of my own design?” (you don’t know what you are getting yourself into until you get yourself into it!)
Jim Weider is
a good friend.
We spent a lot
of time listening to gear
together and
I also fixed
some of the
boutique amps
he bought
over the
years. I saw
that he was
having a hard
time finding the tone he was looking for, and his amps weren’t built
as well as they could have been. It turned out that some of
the boutique amps weren’t as good as their marketing led
you to believe. I told Jim about my amp concept and it was
exactly what he was looking for – a no compromise American
“boutique” sounding amp with two channels with independent
tone controls on each channel and a built-in tube effects look
with send and return level controls. A high quality amp built

with longevity in mind. I built the first proto into a blackface
Bandmaster chassis and we tweaked it until we got the tone.
I employed some of the people I have worked with in the
past to help do the CAD work on the chassis and the graphic
design of the panels. Once we had the final chassis design,
we developed a new layout and tweaked it again until we
were satisfied with everything – tone, feel, footswitch design,
switching options and loop.
TQR:

How did the initial prototyping proceed with you
and Jim? What kinds of component evaluations
were done, such as speakers, trannies, caps, etc.

I would work at my shop until I had something interesting for
Jim to listen to. Then I would go over his studio and we would
work for a day or two perfecting the sound of each channel,
the loop, the boosts, and each switching function. As mentioned before we swapped resistors, signal capacitors, filter
caps, output transformers and tubes of every type currently in
production until we were both happy. The speaker was a given.
Jim loves the UK made Celestion Heritage G12-65 and the
amp was voiced with that in mind. We built a number of 1x12
and 2x12 cabinets of different sizes, different wood, different
backs, etc. until we felt we had something special. We also
built two identical amps with both aluminum and steel chassis
to hear the differences. For this amp we chose aluminum.
TQR:

How did you develop the extensive range of toneshaping features found on the production amp?

With some slight modifications you can make an amp that
will work for different guitarists and guitars. The tone shaping switches allow you to tailor the sound for your personal
taste and playing style. Each channel (Clean and OD) has a
bright switch and a shift switch. The bright and shift switches
function differently on each channel and are voiced for the
main function of the channel. For example the bright switch
on the OD channel is more aggressive than the one on the
Clean channel. Some of the switching functions are subtle in
certain circumstances and will change depending on the tone
control settings (for example the bass boost on the OD channel is more noticeable through a 4x12 and the shift switches
are more noticeable with the mid controls set low). One thing
I wanted to be sure of is that all of the switching functions
-continued-
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interview
are usable. Also, sometimes Jim and I couldn’t agree on what
were the best sounds so I put the options in so we would both
be happy!
TQR:

What makes your amplifier unique among all the
custom-built amps that are available today in terms
of design, materials, and tone? We noted custom
transformers, for example…

The power
transformers
are custom
wound to my
specs for this
particular
amp. Because
I had specific
tone in mind,
I was looking
for specific plate voltages for the power and preamp tubes.
I also included a winding for the relays so I did not have to
incorporate a separate transformer as used in some boutique
designs. We tried a number of output transformers and chokes
until we hit upon the right formula for this amp. The chassis is
aluminum with welded corners. All of the screws in the head
shell and speaker cabinet use tee nuts so the wood doesn’t
get stripped and everything will stay secure for decades.
The layout is perfect for the amp, and specific parts are used
throughout that are consistent from one to the next. When they
aren’t, I tweak each one until I’m totally happy. The biggest
difference as mentioned before is tubes but I test every tube,
burn every amp in and listen to each amp to make sure that
I’m satisfied before offering it for sale. The soldering is professional. When I look inside I see a thing of beauty…
TQR:

How would you describe the sound and feel of your
amp in terms that guitarists can relate to?

is wide. I prefer more mids as I turn up the Gain or Volume.
You can set it for a low gain roots rock tone and use the boost
switches to give you two more levels of gain. Boost one is a
full range boost and Boost 2 is a mid range boost that is good
for cutting through in a live situation and to me sounds especially right with a neck pickup. This OD channel has just the
right amount of feel (sag) and the notes are clear. You hear each
string when you strum chords. While the amp sounds good at
low volume it really shines on stage and in a studio when you
can turn it up and get the power amp cranking just a bit.
TQR:

What are your plans for the future?

The next
amp in the
Colby line
will be the
Mod Machine. It’s
Marshall
through
and through and uses EL34s. This amp differs from the DTB
in a number of ways. It’s got a lot of sound capabilities but no
channel switching and nothing footswitchable. It’s a “choose
your sound and go” amp. It’s all on the front panel (except
for the tube fx loop). It’ll go from a JTM50 (or JTM100) to
a Plexi, to a Master Volume to a high gain amp all with the
flick of a couple of switches and the turn of a few knobs. The
power amp can be configured in four ways to give you various power settings. The two models are either 12/22/36/45
watts or 22/36/60/85 watts. I worked on the design for about a
year and a half until I was satisfied that each of those sounds
is close to the real deal. It’s got player friendly features, a lot
of sounds built-in, and is a lot of fun to play. There is also
some other news on the horizon that I can’t go into detail
about. Keep on the lookout for Park amps… TQ
www.colbyamps.com 347-886-8656

The Clean channel starts out
as very much a
Fender blackface Bassman
circuit. It’s a
bit bigger and
more robust
and it will hold
together and cut through in a live situation, but not so much to
be harsh or too tight. It immediately feels right when you plug
in. The switches allow you to make it even bolder and shape
its tone to your different playing styles and guitars.
The OD channel can be set to sound very much like the Clean
channel and it goes up from there. The midrange control range

Jim Weider
TQR:

What did you want to achieve as you were developing the Dual Tone Booster, Jim?

Mitch has really good ears, and we definitely wanted to build
an amp with a great clean channel. If you turn the midrange
down to about 9 o’clock it sounds very much like a Fender
mid tone, and when you turn the midrange up you get a
thicker clean sound. We worked on the amp for about two
years, and I wanted a channel switching amp with big clean
-continued-
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amps
tones and also a Dumble-style gain channel. I like to keep the
midrange around 3, and the gain comes on quickly so I keep
that around 3. With single coils I like to turn the bass all the
way up and flip the bass boost toggle on. That’s a great sound
with my Tele – a big, round, fat sound.
TQR:

Did you use your ‘52 Tele during the prototype
phase?

Yeah. Once we got
the clean sound we
compared and tested
different capacitors and
resistors with alligator clips to get the lead
channel right. I would
also take it out on gigs
and I actually played
prototypes for a year
and a half. If you dial in
the gain correctly with
single coils you can get
this clean, round, singing tone with a tubular
feel around the note. P90s also sound really good with this
amp. With humbuckers I just turn down the gain and turn up
the master volume.
TQR:

We noted that the 1x12 cabinet we received was
made from pine, and it is really light in weight.
More often than not we see heavier Birch ply cabinets with heads and that tone is much stiffer than
pine.

That was one of
my ideas to build a
cabinet with pine.
You can order it
with Birch ply,
but the pine has
a warm tone and
it’s really light. I
can carry the 2x12
pine cabinet with
one hand, and I usually use a 2x12 cabinet on gigs. We used
G12-65 Celestions because they seem to work really well with
the amp and they produce a nice low-midrange tone. I have
been using the amp for years now on the road and it’s really
built like a tank. We designed the FX loop so I couldn’t hear
a difference in tone using it with a 15 foot cable to a pedal
board, and I can turn the return down in the loop and get a
lead tone at any volume I want. The lead channel also cleans
up really well when you turn down the guitar, so you can stay
in the lead channel if you want and play rhythm. I’ll set up my

clean channel with
pedals if I need a
specific sound with
something like the
Analogman King
of Tone, and that
gives you a certain
vibe. The lead channel is an entirely different thing… There
is nothing like tube lead gain for me versus a pedal – they are
very different and they cut differently. I think when people try
the amp they will really like what they can do with it.

Colby Dual Tone Booster 50
Guitar amplifiers made today usually can be broken down
into two broad categories – those that are clearly intended to
resurrect or honor designs of the past, and everything else.
The knock-off amp market has been very successful for
decades and it is likely to remain so – who doesn’t appreciate the tweed, blonde and blackface Fenders, the plexi and
metal panel Marshall heads from the ‘60s, and the Vox AC15
and AC30? With these classic designs having been thoroughly mined by many different builders during the past two
decades, increasing attention will inevitably be given to more
obscure amplifiers built by Magnatone, Gibson, Silvertone,
and the many models built by Valco. We are working on a
review of the ‘new’ Magnatones now.
Among custom
builders, creating
and marketing an
amplifier of their
own proprietary
design can be
a tougher sell.
Granted, no one
can build any
tube amp today
without borrowing from the past, but it can be easier for a prospective
customer to relate to something they are familiar with if by
name only than to get his or her mind around Bob’s Killer
Custom Amp. Or in this case, Mitch’s… Fortunately, there
are also plenty of players who are eager to embrace new
concepts in amplifier design – amplifiers that offer a more
versatile range of features that allow a wider range of musical styles. If we have one complaint about the renaissance of
custom guitar amplifiers that has occurred in the past twenty
years, it is that so much attention was devoted to producing
variable levels of distortion at the expense of optional clean
headroom. Rarely has a builder succeeded in capturing both
well in one box, and this was not, we think, by accident.
Anyone who was serious about creating a lasting presence
-continued-
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amps
in the booteek amp market knew that many if not
most of their prospective
customers were not going
to be working (and paying) guitarists, but guitar
enthusiasts and collectors
with a lucrative day job
and a thirst for overdriven,
distorted guitar tones. For
the most part these guys
weren’t chasing the clean
funk tones of Jimmy ‘Chank’ Nolen or wearing themselves
out with Tal Farlowe records and a Gibson L5. They wanted
to cop the sounds of their
personal guitar heroes
from the ‘60s to the ’80s
at much sleepier volume
levels, whether they were
actually playing in the
bedroom or not. So it is
more than noteworthy
that in less than a minute
after uncorking the Colby
Dual Tone Booster we
realized that Mitch’s amp was actually capable of producing
high headroom, lush clean tones. Shit, they really did it! Well
done, Mitch and Jim.
The Dual Tone Booster is just that – a dual channel amp
loaded with useful tone-tweaking features, yet we also found
it to be a quick study and simple to use. We received our amp
with a 1x12 cabinet loaded with the stock Celestion G12-65
and while this is a powerful 50 watt amp, it can easily be considered for smaller venues given the diverse range of gain and
master volume settings.
The clean channel
lights blue on the
footswitch with
independent treble,
mid and bass tone
controls. Both
channels also offer
independent bright
and tone ‘shift’ switches. The clean tones are very reminiscent of a blackface Bassman – solid, clear and balanced
with plenty of clean headroom and lush fidelity. The bright
switch adds sparkle rather than a sharp, tinny boost, and the
‘shift’ adds fullness and depth without sacrificing definition
on wound strings. A switchable presence control also adds
more definition and emphasis on high frequencies by degrees.
Colby’s amp produces classic clean tones, but it also sounds
extremely good with the volume cranked in the clean channel

for ‘natural’ overdriven tones, and as Jim Weider observed,
pedals thrive in this channel.
Lead channel controls
from left to right are
bright and shift controls,
volume, treble, mid and
bass, followed by gain
and master volume that
can be adjusted with the
volume control to dial up
a very wide variety of different volume and distortion levels. As Jim mentioned, the bass boost on
the lead channel is very
cool (especially with a Telecaster), although it never occurred
to us to use it with the bass control turned all the way up. The
two boost circuits on the lead channel are described as ‘full
range’ and ‘mid emphasis,’ accessible from the control panel
or footswitch. The big, wide sound of the full range Boost #1
was our favorite, producing a fat, overdriven tone that really
works well with all kinds of pickups and guitars. The ‘mid
emphasis’ Boost #2 delivers a narrower upper midrange tone
that is very focused
and tight. The beauty
of this amp is that
it allows so much
freedom to precisely
adjust volume, EQ,
gain and headroom
within two distinct
channels that are
instantly available from the footswitch, which is dead quiet.
Overall, the fundamental sound of the Dual Tone Booster is
very smooth with excellent fidelity, clarity and harmonically
rich, 3D depth. Even at the nastiest gain settings or at high
volume levels the amp retains its composure like a finely
tuned engine.
We noted no unwanted
effects from the tube
buffered FX loop, and we
noted Jim’s tip about using
the return level in the loop
to dial in lead channel volume levels. Additional features include 4/8 or 8/16
ohm speaker outputs, bias
jacks, bias trim pot, and an
optional half power switch. Available as DTB 50/50 watt or
DTB 100/85 watts. Optional cabinet configurations available,
and you can order a DTB built with vintage tubes, resistors
and capacitors at an additional charge. TQ
-continued-
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pickups

Big T Pickups
While we
evaluated and
reviewed Jim
Weider and
Lindy Fralin’s
Big T neck
pickup in the
September 2011 issue of TQR, we know your attention span
may be routinely compromised by all kinds of cosmic and more
mundane interference, so we’re gonna give you the nuts and
bolts on the neck again before cutting to the new Big T bridge.
If you are a Telecaster player, we urge you to pay attention…
TQR:

Let’s talk about the Big T pickups you and Lindy
Fralin have created.

My repairman and I came up with this Tele neck pickup with
longer magnets 15 years ago, and at the time I just wanted
more out of it – a bigger sound that you could also use for
leads. I used that pickup for years on the road and in sessions,
and then a couple of years ago I contacted Lindy Fralin because I wanted to see if we could improve it even more. Over
a year and a half
we worked on a
new design and
Lindy came up
with something
even better.
Basically we used longer magnets, which had been done in the
past with the Fender Twisted Tele among others, but instead of
sounding like a Strat, this neck pickup sounds like a Tele, but
it cuts better and you can do more with it. Then we worked
on the bridge pickup, and we tried all kinds of things – longer
magnets, different magnet types and wire, and the goal was to
get the sound of the original bridge pickup in my ‘52 Tele, yet
be louder and still have the twang and ‘stickiness’ or compression that my old pickup has. For testing I used a Fender
Roadworn Tele, and after evaluating many, many prototypes
we got it to sound like my ‘52, and I’m very excited about it.
I bring the rhythm pickup pretty close to the strings with the
bass side just a little lower, and I do the same for the bridge. It
will change the whole tone of the bridge pickup by raising or
lowering it, so be sure to experiment with it.

Big T Tone
As brilliant as Leo Fender was, the standard neck pickup on
the Telecaster has always been a bit of a sleeper with a curiously unspectacular, muted tone when compared to the bridge.

Some of the best Tele
neck pickups can do a
fine job of mimicking
a beautifully liquid
semi-hollow body
electric at moderate
volume, but at higher
volume levels they
become pretty useless.
Back in the day when
Tele players were
playing country western through tweed amps the neck pickup
was good enough to get by for the some things, but as music
changed, the Tele rhythm pickup kinda got left behind. Who
keeps the stock Nocaster neck pickup wiring for that pinched,
nasally tone? No one we know. We have read that Leo intended it to sound like a lapsteel… You often see Teles carved
up for humbuckers, which is just an OK sound for us and it
seems overrated. Others have tried minibuckers (better), P90s
(better), Charlie Christians (cool for some) and Strat pickups
in the neck position, but let’s face it, getting someone to cut a
new hole in your Telecaster is a flawed strategy. What if you
don’t like the new pickup you just planted in that new hole?
Plug it up and dig another one? Nah, that ain’t it. The Big T
is a better option in our opinion, because as Jim described, it
produces a much bigger sound that matches the bridge in volume and tone, with better presence and clarity on the treble
strings, and more clarity and definition on the wound strings.
It’s a big, lush, colorful pickup that sounds like it belongs in a
Telecaster – a vast improvement over a stock rhythm pickup
that does a better job of complementing the bridge in volume,
presence, tone and attitude. Lindy Fralin has also thoughtfully
included a second black ground wire, insuring that the Big T
can be wired in phase with any bridge pickup plus hum-canceling when both pickups are used. Or, like us, you can install
a 4-way switch for both serial and parallel combinations with
the neck and bridge.
And now to the Big
T bridge pickup…
When we spoke with
Jim he summed up
his experience testing
prototypes as having
ceased when he felt
that they had finally
nailed the sound of
the pickup in his
original ‘52 Tele. We
haven’t played Weider’s Telecaster, so we won’t attempt to verify his evaluation,
but we can tell you that the Big T bridge sounds BIG. Very,
very BIG… Telecasters are known for their signature twang,
and twang can be good – essential even, but we have all heard
-continued-
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guitars
twang that isn’t so good – the thin, screeching, piercing kind.
We walk a fine line between treble tones that are pleasing with
true fidelity, and those that are brittle and irritating, or simply
too thin. Measuring 7.25K , the Big T bridge is clear, remarkably musical, and absolutely balanced across all six strings. The
wound strings are bold, solid
and rich with great sustain,
yet they don’t overwhelm
or overshadow the upper
midrange and treble tones
in volume. The response to
pick attack seems similar in
character, balance and volume
to the hammered strings of
a piano, where individual
strings within chords remain
distinct and clear, yet conspire
to produce chords of deep
complexity and sustain. Because the Big T is so clear, it also
sounds better with effects – delay, tremolo, all kinds of overdrives and boosts, as well as the pure sound of natural output
tube distortion. The combined tone of both pickups in parallel is
snappy, vibrant and bright on top with a slightly softer, warmer
bottom. In series, you get a thick rumble with higher output
that is very useful in a bluesy, gutbucket style if you take the
time to adjust the treble and bass settings on your amp. Overall,
the Big T’s balanced response, vivid clarity and pleasing vocal
character are extraordinary. Highly recommended. TQ
Big T pickups are exclusively available
from Mike Piera at www.analogman.com

The Big Tease
We chose to mount the Big Ts in our latest squeeze – the
Squier Vintage Modified Telecaster Custom. Since we first
unveiled this exceptionally fine guitar in August, we have
had the opportunity to observe how people react to the Squier
decal on the peghead. With rare exception, eyes narrow as the
head tilts slightly in poorly disguised disdain and an instinctive, knee jerk rebuff. The idea that the simple presence of a
gold logo that says one thing rather than another can evoke
such a reaction mystifies us some, but we would be lying if
we pretended not to understand. Basically, if someone has
spent two or three grand on a Telecaster, there is no way in
hell they are going to approach a $299 Squier Tele as if it were
capable of offering tone and performance comparable to a
“custom made” (expensive) guitar. Well, let’s give this a little
more thought…

Consider two guitars, both made with an alder body, maple
neck and a rosewood fingerboard. One finished in polyurethane, the other in nitrocellulose lacquer. OK, the nitro guitar
has to be ‘better,’ right? Many accomplished builders will tell
you that the thickness of the finish has more of an influence
on resonance and tone than the finish composition, and in
our experience, we agree. Let’s consider the wood… Is there
‘cheap’ (bad) alder and maple, versus ‘good’ (expensive) alder
and maple? Maybe the maple neck on the expensive guitar
is quartersawn, suggesting enhanced stability, but we know
builders who would tell you that quartersawn necks produce
a stiffer tone that they find undesirable. Is there ‘good’ and
‘bad’ or ‘not as good’ rosewood? Cosmetic appearance aside
(and that’s important to us), we can’t tell you that fingerboards
made with specific types of rosewood boards will produce a
better sounding guitar by default. A lot of players might assume that ‘Brazilian’ will unerringly produce a superior tone,
but that’s a leap we aren’t willing to make.
Of course the expensive Telecaster will be equipped with somebody’s ‘custom’ pickups, CTS
250K pots, maybe a paper-in-oil
tone cap, vintage cloth-covered
wire, and perhaps a custom
bridge plate and saddles… Tuners
could be from any number of
companies with a solid reputation.
Perhaps the neck shape on the expensive guitar has been expertly
honed by hand, the frets dressed
with equal skill by hand or a Plek.
Now let’s consider the ‘cheap’ guitar, in this case our Squier
Tele Custom. The classic 3-tone sunburst reveals typically
subtle vertical alder grain and a barely detectable bookmatched
center seam. Nothing about the appearance of the 7.5 lb. Tele
body and neck suggests ‘cheap’ other
than the fact that it hasn’t been ‘aged’
to look artificially old. The perfectly
round, full and straight (bigger than
a ‘63 Custom Shop Tele) maple neck
displays uniform flame figure that
emerges when viewed at different angles across the entire length and width
of the neck. The presence of flame
was probably an accident, and while
we don’t really care about such things,
we had to laugh… The period-correct
circa 1963 thinner Indian rosewood
fingerboard is dark, oily and attractively figured. Yes, the nut is man-made,
precisely cut, and the medium jumbo
frets seem consistently even from end
-continued-
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tuners
to end with no
wayward fret buzz
after our set up.
Now to the ‘cheap’
parts that offer the
ambitious guitarist
an opportunity
to elevate a very
well-made $299.00 guitar to ‘custom shop’ status… To our
surprise, the stock Alpha volume pot measured 506K. We
chose to replace the entire wiring harness with cloth-covered
wire and premium CTS 250K pots acquired from WD Music
Products and made for them by special order. These CTS audio
taper 250KSS pots are actually 275K solid shaft pots with a ±
9% tolerance, meaning you will never get a pot under 250K.
WD also sells .022K and .047K mylar and oil caps, but for this
project we used a NOS Cornell-Dubilier .047K capacitor. The
saddles had already been replaced with Kohlers as described in
the July/August issue, but the Ping tuners remained, and they
lacked the reassuring and precise feel we prefer. We replaced
them with #105MNDR
vintage nickel 15:1 Klusons acquired from WD,
using Kluson MB65N-L
US nickel bushings. While
the existing mounting
screw holes for each tuner lined up perfectly with the new Klusons, about 6 full turns with our reamer were required to open
each hole in the peghead before pressing in the new bushings.
We checked our progress with the reamer until each bushing
could be pushed in with light finger pressure leaving the last
1/8 of an inch to be pressed in flush and tight using a C clamp
and a heavy shop cloth to protect the back of the peghead.
Easy, and a very satisfying job when you tune up and feel the
difference in the Klusons. They look better, and they certainly
work better, tight, right and recommended. We also installed a
stainless steel jack cup and Switchcraft input jack previously
acquired from Callaham guitars. The jack cup mounts with
two screws rather than the traditional internal bracket, and the
Switchcraft jack is definitely a gig-worthy improvement.TQ

REVIEW

TQR:

Klusons

How has the current line of Kluson tuners evolved,
changed or been improved in comparison to Kluson
products made in the ‘50s and ‘60s?

Are there specific construction features unique to
Kluson tuners that prospective buyers should be
aware of? In other words, why buy Klusons?

Kluson has focused for decades
on being able to
furnish replacements for the
original company’s production
types of stamped
steel tuners. Now
Kluson is focusing on new tuner types as well as filling gaps
in specific eras of production. All of Kluson’s new production die-cast tuners are arriving with extremely improved gear
ratios to give our customers an option of an upgrade instead
of just a repeated design. Both the new locking tuners and die
cast tuners are offering 19:1 gear ratios at a cost far below
similar tuners, meaning not only can you get a superior tuning machine, but in some cases it costs less than the original
production part that offers less benefits to the builder and
customer. Lastly, Kluson is extremely focused on making
their new parts drop-in replacements as well as being ideal for
OEM production.
TQR:

Having now used the Kluson replacement tuners as upgrades
for the guitars featured in this issue, we asked WD Music
founder Larry Davis to comment on how the well-known
Kluson brand has changed and evolved:
TQR:

The new Kluson tuning machines
have an improved gear ratio from
12:1 to now offering 15:1 in a
slightly taller housing. The button
shaft also has added thickness to
help prevent the accidental bent
button shafts that were all too common on the thinner original production specs. The bushings add
a tighter feel to the turning of the button shaft from the originals,
the string post has less wobble due to tighter tolerances and the
buttons are now made from plastics that are longer lasting than
the originals and are not subject to deterioration. The plating has
also been improved from the originals. And most importantly,
all post 2007 Kluson tuners now have a lifetime warranty.

The challenge in buying replacement tuners has
been that guitar manufacturers arbitrarily change
specs for tuners on different models from year-toyear. How can you help your customers buy the
right part the first time?

We make every effort to provide detailed information in the
parts description enabling the repair shop, builder or end user
to determine what would be the correct replacement for different production dates and manufacturers. Unfortunately, much
of the historic Kluson data was unavailable so efforts to add
that are ongoing. Both loyal customers and researchers have
provided authentic examples for both data and parts modeling.
-continued-
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speakers
Speakers – Still the Easiest Mod You’ll Ever Do

Celestion G12 V Type

Sometimes we make
unanticipated discoveries simply by taking a
spontaneous detour in
the Quest for tone. We
spent a lot of time this
month tweaking guitars and playing new
and unfamiliar ones,
testing new effects,
switching back and
forth among familiar amps, constantly listening with no real
expectations, just an open mind. You might think that after 14
years we have sucked that well dry… Not hardly. Thanks to
John Paice at Celestion we received a pair of Celestion V Type
70 watt speakers for review, Celestion’s newest speaker design
among a long list of classics. Here’s the official description:
Combining decades of experience with advanced measurement and analysis, the V-Type has been built using a carefully
balanced ‘recipe’ of old and new design techniques. It produces a heady, exciting modern vintage sound that just makes
you want to keep on playing: a speaker that delivers authentic
Celestion tone whatever your style.The V-type is a sweet
sounding speaker with a superbly balanced tonal signature
that imparts a vintage musicality to your tone. Clean sounds
are true across the lows, mids and highs, with just enough
upper-mid chime and HF sparkle to add clarity and definition.
Crank it up for a sizzling overdrive and raw rock tones, with
plenty of mid-band warmth to give body and substance to lead
note playing.
We evaluated the G12
V Type speakers in
both 2x12 and 1x12
applications using a
birch-ply 2x12 cab with
our Germino 55LV, and
a 1x12 heirloom Bob
Burt cabinet built with
100 year-old pine and
a vintage Fender 1960 5E3 tweed Deluxe. It didn’t take long
for us to appreciate and digest the unique sound of the V Type,
and most significantly, the remarkable ‘feel’ of this speaker in
response to pick attack. We don’t know how they do it, but the
V Type displays a percussive character and bloom to the notes
that seems to define the signature sound of this speaker. We
noted this effect on the first chord, and it left us feeling uniquely
connected to the notes in a way that is uncommon to say the

least.
Tonally, the V
Type is very well
balanced with no
obvious notches or
scooped frequencies, almost in
the style of an
‘American’ speaker, except for Celestion’s trademark chime,
vivid harmonic overtones and the percussive response that is
impossible to overlook. At 70 watts these speakers can gracefully handle a 50 watt amp like our Germino, yet we also
found the V Type very well-suited to our little 5E3 loaded
with 6V6s or 6L6s. To hear what you are creating with the
strings, frets and fingers or a pick in such detail is inspiring.
Break out a slide and the immediacy of the slide on strings
seems amplified as well. Whatever the engineers at Celestion have done to develop a recipe of ‘old and new’ design
techniques, it works, and we can confidently state that we
have never heard a speaker with quite the same tactile ‘feel’
and response as the V Type – an exceptional and unique new
speaker from a company with a very long history of excellence and classic guitar tones.TQ
http://celestion.com/

REVIEW

Warehouse G10C

You may recall our
November 2012
cover story on the
Blackface Blonde
‘65 Tremolux
head we acquired,
optimized with a
‘Marshall’ normal
channel, a modded
vibrato channel and loaded into a blonde 2x10 cabinet built
by Larry Rodgers in Naples, Florida. Despite the fact that
the blackface Tremolux isn’t highly valued by collectors, the
Blackface Blonde has become one of our all-time favorite
amps, clean all the way to ‘8’ on the volume control, yet
were you to hear it with our optimized ‘63 Fender reissue
reverb set clean or with a good boost or overdrive, we think
you would agree that it casts a long and imposing shadow
over the best blackface Deluxe or Vibrolux Reverb. In our
original review we experimented with a variety of speaker
combinations, but one we missed was a pair of Warehouse
G10Cs, having previously reviewed just one in a blackface
Princeton Reverb. With the arrival of the Fender Cabronitas
and their comparatively modest output, we trolled stor-continued-
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age and spied the
G10Cs waiting for
a home, and they
have found one.
Rated at 75 watts,
the G10Cs are anything but an inefficient ‘vintage’ 10
in the style of those
old CTS and Oxford speakers that were original equipment
in blackface Super Reverb amps… The G10C is the consummate choice for a 35 watt 2x10 like the Tremolux – powerful
with a big voice coil and 30 oz. magnet, sublimely rich in
tone with robust bass, full mids and beautifully bright top
end. The minute we had them mounted in the Tremolux the
amp was transformed with a bolder, bigger voice, yet still
all blackface Fender, just more of it. Seriously, people… if
you’re looking for the kind of head-turning tone that defines
‘as good as it gets,’ the G10C is a spectacular choice fully
capable of altering what your perception of great tone oughta
be. With so many choices among guitar speakers it’s all too
easy to miss what may become a magical combination, and
as usual, the trick is in pairing the right speaker with the
right amp. While our Tremolux was built in 1965, there were
no ten inch speakers being made for guitar amps then that
remotely compare to the G10Cs. Who new that the lowly
Tremolux, arguably the runt of the blackface litter (along with
the Bandmaster) could ever sound so good? Take the hint,
and Quest forth…TQ
http://wgs4.com

The New and Imoproved REV.4

Analog.man Comprosser

TQR:

What does a compressor do for you specifically?

Sustain, which in turn enhances all the harmonics, especially
in smaller clubs where you can’t crank it up and you need
that sustain at a lower
volume. I started utilizing harmonics
more when I began
playing on the other
side of the bottleneck
and the Dynacomp really gives the harmonics a
boost. Also, it smooths
out the rough edges for
recording and gives a
more dynamic, complex

sound in combination with the amp and speakers. — Sonny
Landreth
We had a chance to visit with our long time friend Sonny
Landreth in Atlanta recently for an upcoming interview, and
as always, we enjoy checking out the current state of his
pedalboard. We saw a lot of new and interesting gizmos,
and one familiar standby – an Analog.man compressor that
deserves to be revisited. Mike Piera has recently developed an
improved 2013 version of his COMPROSSOR reviewed here
along with an Analog.man Buffer, and the very cool and hard
to get Sunbender. Here’s the latest on the COMPROSSOR:
In April, 2013 we really improved the COMPROSSOR circuit. I had been playing in a band for a few years, and noticed
that some pedals on my board would not drive a load well,
sounding
dark and
dull due to
a bad (high)
output
impedance.
With most
pedals, like
our Chorus,
Juicer, etc,
there is no
difference
Sonny’s rig
– they can
drive the signal to your amp through long cables or volume
pedals with no problem. But the Comprossor sounded dull
when the buffer was removed. The original Ross, Dynacomp,
and all the other Ross clones do the same exact thing, and
they really need a buffer after them to sound good.
Also, these pedals don’t have a very loud output, especially
when you hit them hard with humbuckers or a boosted signal.
One other problem all these pedals have is phase reversal –
they flip the phase of your signal when you turn them on.
This may not be a problem for most people, but if you split
your signal and combine it, or run into two amps, the out-ofphase signals will cancel and you will get a very thin sound.
Also, for use as a clean boost, there was too much compression even with the sustain pot turned all the way down, so
we reduced the minimum compression
amount without changing the maximum.
Now the pedal is more usable as a clean
boost, and it also sounds great left on
all the time as a tone sweetener/
buffer. It’s great stacked into dirt
pedals, chorus and vibes now.
With these problems fixed, there
is no need for a blend knob. You
should be able to keep your pure
-continued-
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tone without the need for additional circuitry. One other thing
we improved was the LED circuitry. Now, if one side of the
bicomp/mini bicomp is on and you turn the other side on, the
first LED does not get dimmer. A small change but something
that bothered us. All of these problems are fixed in the REV4
COMPROSSOR circuit with the following improvements:
Excellent output impedance for a clearer tone with no signal
loss or need for a buffer
More available output for boosting your amp
No phase reversal
Less compression available

Ryck toggle option
The Dynacomp and
Ross circuit is not
very bright to keep
white noise down. But
sometimes it’s nice to
have a bright trebly
tone, as heard on the
built-in compressor
in Rickenbacker guitars. Looking at the
Rickenbacker schematic, it’s about the
same as the Dyna/Ross
except that it allows
more treble for that jingle-jangle sound. We decided to offer this
with a three-way switch so you can get just the amount of treble
you want. One position is the normal Dynacomp/Ross value for
about the same tone as off and low noise. The second position
adds a bit more treble and just a touch of noise – this may be
great to use all the time with a dark guitar like a Les Paul with
high output pickups. The third position is twice as bright, close
to the Rickenbacker setting, for a sound that really pops, with a
bit of noise that you won’t notice till you stop playing. We can
put this toggle on any of our new Comprossor or Dynacomp
pedals when ordered, or we can add it later on which costs a
bit more as it’s more work to add it after the pedal is built. See
our MODFORM for sending in your pedal for a REV4 board
option, the Ryck option, or both together for a price savings.

Review
We suspect that compression pedals for guitar are somewhat
misunderstood and under-utilized as an effect that many believe
merely squeezes attack and decay, useful for staccato chickin
pickers that want their lightnin’ fast solos to really pop off the fingerboard. But as Sonny observed, there is a lot more you can do
to shape the depth, volume and sustain of chords and single notes
with a good compressor, and the COMPROSSOR has pretty
much defined the state-of-the-art in compression pedals since the

disappearance of the
Ross and Dynacomp.
We found ourselves
laughing as we played
through the COMPROSSOR – laughing at the thought of
so many guitarists
referencing their
favorite classic guitar
tracks and wondering why their new
custom pickups still don’t make their guitar sound like that.
Well, a lot of those recorded tracks were enhanced through
some very good studio compressors like the Teletronix LA-2A
and Fairchild 670, a fact that some pickup winders aren’t likely
to address when they are telling you that for $395.00 you too
can sound like Duane or Jimmy. It takes about 30 seconds with
the COMPROSSOR to realize that this pedal can make your
guitar and amplifier sound much bigger with far more depth
and absolutely vivid harmonic overstones that will sustain for
as long as you have the time. Really, there is just so much more
there, there. As such, you could easily find yourself leaving the
COMPROSSOR on all the time, thoroughly addicted to the new
sound of all your old, familiar shit. Hey, if you’re not cheatin’
you’re not tryin.’
The two RYCK toggle settings (center and left) are also very
cool, adding a completely new sparkle dimension to your tone,
and not just for ‘dark’ guitars. Our Tele sounded utterly fantastic
using both settings, adding a rich crystalline quality that is in no
way harsh or brittle, as if you have added the tone of a second
guitar to the one you thought you were playing. Seriously, gang,
perhaps it’s time you stopped obsessing over overdrive pedals
and go for a real step up in tone that will open an entirely new
set of doors for you to pass through and explore. You don’t
need a manual to figure out how to use the three knobs labeled
‘attack’ ‘sustain’ and ‘level,’ and we are not going to bore you
with tortured descriptions of a dozen different settings and how
we heard angels crying in a bathroom stall at Madison Square
Garden on the other side of a brick wall next to Led Zeppelin’s
dressing room where Jimmy Page was warming up with the
solo from “Heartbreaker” and we sounded just like him with all
the knobs on 666. Trust us – get your own COMPROSSOR and
you’ll be mining some very cool and positively addictive new
tones in no time. Now get a clue and Quest forth…

Analog.man Buffer
Most touring guiarists playing big stages employ line conditioners and buffers to keep their rig running right under
constantly changing conditions. Only you can determine if a
buffer will improve the sound and operation of your rig by
-continued-
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comparing the pure sound of your guitar plugged straight
into an amp, but it also helps to understand what a buffer
actually does. Listen…
A buffer is an active electronic circuit that keeps your guitar
signal strong and preserves the frequencies of your guitar
sound. If you have a good patch cord that’s not too long and
plug directly into your amp, that is the purest sound you can
get, and you don’t need a buffer. But if you have long patch
cords, a lot of effects pedals, or a pedal with a weak output, a
buffer can help get your sound back to the pure tone you are
looking for.
All patch cords or guitar
cables have some capacitance to them, especially
cheaper cables with molded
ends. This acts just like the
capacitor on the tone pot of
your guitar when you turn
it down, rolling off high
end. Poor quality cords
can suck away too much
of your tone, even mids,
and should probably be
replaced, although a good
buffer might make them usable. Some pedals, like old wahs,
Big Muffs, etc also suck a lot of your tone away as they keep
the circuit connected to your signal even when they are off
(not true bypass, or buffered bypass). Certain pedals have a
weak output (impedance is too high) and even when they are
on, the signal will get loaded by cables or other pedals after
them. Some examples are Dynacomp/Ross type compressors
and some distortion pedals. You can test and find these types
of pedals by using long cords and turning a buffer on and off
after them. The buffer should do nothing on most pedals, but
some will sound much brighter, clearer, and louder with a
buffer after them. Those pedals are helped with a buffer following them.
Some pedals like
the vintage circuits
of a Fuzz Face or
Rangemaster won’t
work well with a
buffer or a buffered
pedal before them.
The buffer won’t
let them do their
“clean up” magic
and can make them sound brittle. Put buffers or buffered
bypass pedals after these.
Most buffers consist of the simplest op-amp circuit pos-

sible – one op-amp stage
with unity gain, just a few
resistors and capacitors are
needed. Even the KLON
buffer is like this. Some
are built with one transistor
or FET with some similar
simple power and coupling
circuit. These do the job of
having a high input impedance and a low output
impedance to drive your signal to the amp nice and strong.
But many cheap buffers just don’t sound and feel the same as
the original ‘best tone’ described above – a good cord direct
into your amp. Some buffers can send too much high end and
sound brittle or hard, which is not a nice feel. Many great
sounding pedals like the Tube Screamer don’t run your signal
directly into the op-amp, instead they use a transistor input
buffer. We use the same transistor as an old Tube Screamer
on the input of our buffer, with the same input impedance of
510K. Most buffers use a higher input impedance, but that
can sound too bright and tinny – not like the sound of plugging straight into your amp with a 10’ quality cord, which is
what we tried to emulate. We also use the Tube Screamer’s
JRC4558D op-amp later in the circuit for a warm but clean
unity gain amplifier. TQ

REVIEW

Sunbender

The Sunbender is Mike Piera’s take
on the rare, mysterious and very
expensive Vox Tone Bender. We
owned the one pictured here. It was
kinda fussy, very intense, but also
the product of an era in which widely varying and inconsistent component values were common, so like an
old Arbiter Fuzz Face, there were
good ones and bad ones. Ours was
just OK. In 1967 nobody cared or
knew the difference. The Sunbender
doesn’t suffer from such variances,
but due to parts availability it isn’t
always available, either. Here’s Mike’s description:
This is an exact Tonebender MK1.5 pedal topology. We
made the BIAS resistor adjustable on the BIAS knob in the
center of the pedal, as there are some great sounds to be
had by running higher bias than normal. It gets brighter and
-continued-
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cuts through better when
it’s over-biased. We also
changed a capacitor value
slightly to make it sound
and work beter. Simply
copying a schematic would
have been easier, but we
want to make the pedal
as great sounding as possible and allow it to work
with various guitars and
amps. For now there are no
options available. We decided to make this 2-transistor MK1.5 instead of the 3-transistor
MK-II as we don’t have many of these awesome British NOS
transistors. Also we tested them side by side and found there
were really no better sounds from the MK-II. When we are
out of stock, our website will not allow you to add the pedal
to your cart. When we make more we will update the stock
quantity on our website and it will allow ordering.

Review

Rock the
Holidays

with Toneful Gifts
from ToneQuest!
You know you want it… you
know you need it… In celebration of the holidays and our
14th year of publication you can now acquire the complete ToneQuest Archives on CD for just $219.00 shipped.
You will receive every issue of TQR spanning November
1999-November 2013 in PDF format, keyword searchable
for easy reference with a complete Back Issue Index in MS
Word. Save these files to your PC or tablet for access to
every review article and interview.
Order now online at www.tonequest.com using the coupon
code TQXCD at checkout or by phone at 1-877-MAX-TONE
(629-8663). Offer expires January 1, 2014, so don’t delay!
Please place gift orders by December 15, 2013 for holiday
delivery.

ToneQuest Straps – Still the Best

Eric Johnson’s pedals

We have a fair amount of experience with fuzz effects dating back to the days when the classic Maestro and Fuzzface
were new. The sound of a vintage fuzz is unmistakable – the
intense, burning sustain and vocal signature of the transistors sounds like nothing else, but that classic fuzz tone often
comes at a price. Old fuzzes are notoriously touchy, wildly
inconsistent, and like old wahs, you can’t just insert them
in the signal chain of a modern pedalboard loaded with true
bypass pedals. In general, they want to be first in the signal
chain, and if you are determined to use vintage pedals, less is
more. The Sunbender reprises the classic fuzz tone of a Vox
Tonebender with the precise and dependable operation of a
modern custom-built effect. It sounds incredibly good without the noise of an old unit, and the bias control makes it just
that much better than an old Vox can ever be. If fuzz is your
thing, you can’t do better than the Sunbender. Entirely worth
the potential wait. TQ
www.analogman.com

We have
placed a
new order
for our
premium
ToneQuest
signature
straps from Longhollow Leather in Franklin, TN in black or
brown German leather, on sale now for $51.00 shipped via
Priority Mail. Order yours now at www.tonequest.com or call
1-877-MAX-TONE while supplies last!

Pyramid
Strings In
Stock!
Give yourself the gift of tone with Pyramid premium pure
nickel strings handmade in Germany. They feel better, sound
better and last longer. Available now at www.tonequest.com!
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